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When Maria Trumpler and her female partner celebrated their commitment ceremony at a

Unitarian Universalist Church in Connecticut a decade ago, she thought her union would never

be recognized by the state.

But after the Connecticut Supreme Court’s verdict last Friday allowing same-sex marriage, what

once seemed impossible is now a reality for Trumpler and other same-sex couples in

Connecticut.

“We’ve been joyful all weekend. Ten years ago we never imagined that the state would come

around,” she said. “We can’t believe how fast things have changed.”

Trumpler, the Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies Program’s director of undergraduate

studies, said she and her partner are considering a second ceremony at the end of this month.

There could be more such ceremonies among faculty in the future, if the court’s decision draws

more same-sex couples to the University. Trumpler thinks that could happen.

“It will certainly make Yale and Connecticut a more attractive place for same-sex couples,” she

said.

But while the high court’s ruling makes it possible for same-sex couples in Connecticut to tie the

knot, obstacles to equal rights remain at the federal level. Federal taxes are still levied on health

benefits extended from one same-sex partner to the other. Such benefits are tax-free in a

heterosexual marriage.

“Most heterosexuals who have benefits have no idea that when their gay colleagues get health

care for their partners, they have added costs,” said George Chauncey, an expert on gay marriage

and chair of LGBT Studies at Yale.

Despite the curtailing of some benefits, Trumpler said still she believes homosexuals will now

view Yale in a more favorable light when searching for jobs.

Trumpler said she knows one member of the University faculty who came to teach after living in

a foreign country where same-sex marriage was legal. The faculty member, who Trumpler

declined to name, had to accept that the state would not recognize the couple’s marriage upon

taking a job at the University, Trumpler said.
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Debate fires up Hofstra
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. — There were

students everywhere. They held

makeshift “Legalize Marijuana”

signs. They held posters and

banners from the Obama and

McCain campaigns. The......

Liberal café to open on

Wall St.
Although there may be trouble

brewing for Blue State Coffee, a

café slated to open this winter at 84

Wall St., part-owner Andrew Ruben ’11 is looking

forward optimistically....

Nano-diagnostics
The setting: a doctor’s office. A

patient delivers a litany of

symptoms, complaining of a

headache and a fever. “It’s probably

the flu,” the doctor might say,

and......
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